As non-profit organizations, universities serve the public good through their primary missions of teaching and conducting fundamental research. In the past, American universities obtained the bulk of their funding in the form of basic research grants from U.S. government agencies such as NSF, NIH, USDA, DOE and the DoD. These grants funded graduate students and their faculty advisors who published their research results to benefit society through the free dissemination of knowledge.
INTRODUCTION
This paper introduces a new model for conducting academic research that places greater emphasis on developing technology in the form of integrated, robust systems then on the publishing-driven, basic research model that dominates academia. The paper contrasts the traditional academic research model with the approach taken by the National Robotics Engineering Center (NREC), part of Carnegie Mellon University's Robotics Institute. It provides the rationale for this approach based upon the needs of research sponsors that naturally derive from the state of the robotics market and the unique characteristics related to developing robot applications. The paper concludes by presenting NREC's technology transfer process and provides examples of NREC-developed systems successfully commercialized by industry.
TRADITIONAL ACADEMIC RESEARCH MODEL
Universities exist to discover and disseminate knowledge, create and evaluate new ideas and technologies, and foster an environment that encourages exploration, sharing and questioning. They execute this mission through teaching and research. In the former, they equip students with the knowledge and the methods to apply knowledge to solve problems or execute tasks important to future employers. In the latter, university faculty direct research teams composed of graduate students and sometimes technical staff. To perform their mission, universities receive student tuition to meet teaching expenses and capture funding to cover research expenses. The ability of a faculty person to win research grants and publish the results in peer reviewed journals
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heavily influences the university's decision to promote or grant tenure to that person.
For the university research model to work funding organizations must exist that value the long term societal benefits that result from university research and publishing. Not surprisingly, government agencies are the primary funding source for university research. Table 1 presents the estimated distribution of R&D funds in the U.S. in 2010 classified by funding source and research performer. Federal and other government agencies devote their largest share of research funds to academia ($36B out of $114B total) which funds more than two-thirds of academia's research output. With the exception of industry's small share (4.9%), all of academia's funding sources are government agencies, nonprofits or the university itself (presumably from endowment proceeds).
As Table 2 shows, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and to a lesser extent, the Department of Defense (DoD) and the National Science Foundation (NSF) dominate university funding. The table's field descriptions hint that the U.S. Federal Government largely funds basic research. The DoD funds the largest amount of engineering research but still directs most of its academic funds to basic research. The DoD [1] devotes to universities 50% of basic research (6.1), 15% of applied research (6.2), and 10% of advanced technology development (6.3) funds.
Universities, like all successful organizations, structure themselves and their processes to serve their large customers. So they hire bright faculty with ideas, skills and credentials that enhance the school's research reputation and leaves them largely free to pursue research as they see fit. Universities maintain some degree of control by weighing heavily the faculty person's number of grant wins and published papers in promotion and tenure decisions. 
ROBOTICS RESEARCH AT CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY
Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) in Pittsburgh PA is often referred to as a "research" university because its greater than $300M yearly research budget approaches that of schools with two to three times Carnegie Mellon's student enrollment. As Table 3 shows, Carnegie Mellon's research funding profile resembles the classic university profile described previously with the exceptions of a higher percentage in defense and slightly higher in industrial funding (7.3%). It should be pointed out that Carnegie Mellon's faculty/principal investigators must capture nearly all research funds externally as the school's relatively small endowment does not support internally funded research. Within Carnegie Mellon's research community exists an organization, the National Robotics Engineering Center (NREC) that performs the university mission of creating and disseminating knowledge quite differently than the traditional approach. UGVs with autonomous navigation capabilities. NREC won nearly ten prime contracts and down selects (defeating established defense contractors in all cases) and developed processes to lead deliverables-oriented, multiple subcontractor, >$1M contracts. In the past four years, NREC has worked to capture a greater percentage of industry work to the point where we expect commercial revenues to approach 40% of total revenues. This contrasts significantly with the funding profile of Carnegie Mellon (7% industry) and academia as a whole (4.9%).
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NREC differs from its parent organizations (RI and SCS) and from academia in general in the research it performs, personnel mix and the high percentage of industry funding. NREC's sustained growth rate of 15% per year exceeds by a wide margin all other centers within SCS. To explain these differences and NREC's steady success, one must understand the state of the robotics market, the needs of robotics research sponsors, and the unique technology transfer model that NREC employs.
ROBOTICS MARKET OVERVIEW
The robotics market segments into industrial robotics/ automation and service robotics. Hundreds of product suppliers and system integrators participate in the first segment where the total installed base of 1 million operational industrial robots today welds, assembles, paints, and handles everything from newspapers, to pharmaceuticals, to computers. The Robot Report [2] defines a service robot as a robot which operates semi-or fully autonomously to perform services useful to the well-being of humans and equipment, excluding manufacturing operations and are capable of making decisions and acting autonomously in real and unpredictable environments to accomplish determined tasks. Companies such as iRobot (Roomba vacuum cleaner), Qinitiq (Talon bomb disposal robot), Kiva Systems (material handling), and Intuitive Surgical (Da Vinci Surgical System) have sold thousands of systems. Venture capitalists invest in these firms and others that form each year. Countries with aging populations such as Japan and South Korea target robotics as a strategic research thrust. Robots execute a "sense-plan-act" cycle to perform tasks, a unique characteristic that appeals to a small child, to a grizzled CEO, and everyone in between. Who wouldn't want products that could, with little human involvement, cut the grass, care for grandparents, keep soldiers from harm, mine coal, fertilize row crops or drive us home safely when we're tired -to name a few? As mentioned, several companies have successfully fielded robot products and enjoyed considerable revenue and equity growth as a result. Critical robot building blocks such as computing, positioning, cameras and to a lesser extent batteries improve their price-performance ratios each year bringing robot products closer to the right price point for market acceptance. So service robots have world wide appeal, a growing track record of successful product launches, favorable contributing technologies price curves, and could conceivably be applied to hundreds of tasks that humans find dull, dirty or dangerous. As a result, many predict Service Robots to be the next "big thing" that follows other sea change technologies such as personal computing, the internet, and personal communications. So why haven't more companies invested to develop robot products to address the hundreds of potential applications?
EXPLORING ROBOT APPLICATIONS
Despite all the trends that favor rapid growth of the service robotics market, identifying the "right" robot application remains the single largest barrier to companies investing substantially in commercializing robots. What's unique about robotics that prevents successful product companies with substantial market research, engineering, and manufacturing strengths as well as mature distribution and support channels from identifying unmet needs that robotic solutions can fill cost effectively?:
• Robotics integrates many technologies. Any application that requires moving a platform safely while performing a task (mowing grass, scrubbing floors, delivering supplies, for example) requires the developer to integrate:
• Perception technologies often requiring the fusion of several sensing modalities while writing software to identify and classify obstacles for the platform to avoid.
• Planning and control software that work on several levels: actuating the platform; planning immediate maneuvers to avoid obstacles and longer duration planning that meet a task or mission goal. • Positioning technologies to locate the robot in its environment that often combine absolute reference systems (GPS) and inertial guidance techniques.
• Mobility technologies such as suspensions, hull design, and propulsion systems, particularly when the robot's environment requires a custom platform design to accommodate difficult terrains or unique payload configurations.
• User interface technologies that allow the operator to define a mission, monitor the task, or directly control the robot. The fact that these technologies change rapidly due to new component product introductions and better software algorithms (mostly university sourced) and the lack of accepted architectures and standards significantly complicates the integration task.
• Robotics development is capital intensive. Robots are physical mechanisms that require housings, mobility systems, sensors, computers and payloads. For example, it's not uncommon that an NREC project devotes 25% of the total funds to material purchases. Evaluating the robot might require building an elaborate test site that replicates the target environment or traveling with a large team to remote sites that emulate the target environment. This differs dramatically from a software application where the developer designs the system, writes code, emails the software to alpha testers and then modifies the design and code based upon the evaluation.
• Defining robotics requirements is difficult. Introducing a robot into what was once a human-centric operation generally requires redefining both the existing process and the jobs performed by process operators. Consequently, generating a clear set of requirements by interviewing operators and process supervisors is generally ineffective. If process owners can first observe a robot prototype operating in their environment they are better equipped to define robot capabilities and determine if the existing process should be adapted to more fully benefit from the new capabilities.
A company that desires to identify and deliver a robotics application that succeeds in the marketplace must possess the capital and expertise to prototype and field test robots to define requirements that subsequently drive a product development effort. The company must also be able to integrate multiple, rapidly changing technologies in the absence of accepted practices and standards. Given the relative early stage of robotics, even large, engineeringintensive companies lack all the necessary characteristics and, as a result, look for partners.
RESEARCH NEEDS COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL UNIVERSITY MODEL
When outsourcing R&D for the purpose of exploring the operational feasibility of robotics applications (presumably within the sponsor's target market such as agriculture, health care, defense, etc.), the sponsor wants to answer some key questions. Can the technology perform to the extent necessary in the target operational environment? Does the system deliver value? How long will it take and how much will it cost to mature the technology to the degree necessary for full product commercialization? To get these answers quickly and cost effectively the sponsor wants a research partner who:
• Has deep robotics application experience and can routinely integrate all the technologies into a working prototype. The performer must be comfortable integrating bleeding edge components and algorithms because the sponsor wants to see "what's possible" with the technology. At the same time, the prototype must be reliable enough to support field testing in close to actual operating conditions.
• Employs a prototyping and field test process that quickly reveals to the performer and sponsor the "sweet spot" of product features, cost, and performance.
• Supports the sponsor's need to monitor, control and re-focus the project as events dictate. This requires the performer to report progress frequently, define go/no project milestones, and control costs.
• Protects the sponsor's confidential information and the intellectual property resulting from the research to retain the sponsor's competitive advantage.
How well does the traditional university research approach meet the sponsor needs outlined above? Table 4 assigns high, medium or low scores (author's judgment) to meeting each need. The traditional model scores high on state-of-art technology, low cost and IP protection. It scores poorly on building robust prototypes, executing to a specification, and project control. Publishing requirements and graduation timetables undercut the traditional model's ability to field test and protect confidential information.
A NEW RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSER MODEL
In the mid-nineties, the Robotics Institute was the clear robotics research world leader in both breadth and depth. The Institute conferred fifteen Ph.D. degrees in robotics each year. Faculty and their graduate students published extensively. They successfully deployed robots that traversed down a live volcano, searched for meteorites in Antarctica and drove across the United States without human input (hands free). Well publicized demonstrations like these served to promote and enhance the Institute's reputation. Even so, Robotics Institute leaders recognized that the field would not continue to advance and prosper unless the research was applied and ultimately commercialized. Since industry was ill equipped to perform substantial application exploration, they saw an opportunity for the Institute to take a more direct role in transferring robotics technology to industry. They established NREC for this purpose. The five year NASA contract provided financial stability to the young organization and motivated companies to fund projects that were matched by NASA funds. In addition, the state of Pennsylvania, city of Pittsburgh and local foundations contributed over $10M to renovate a 100 year old factory located in Pittsburgh's Lawrenceville neighborhood. The location, scale, features, and design of NREC's new home contributes greatly to the organization's success.
With the NASA contract in hand and a world class robotics research facility, NREC leaders focused on expanding the client base and creating a customer-focused business model. Over the next 15 years they evolved project and business practices to address the shortfalls of the traditional university research model while retaining those elements that customers valued. Notable differences from traditional practices include:
• Little r, Big D. NREC builds "working" systems with applied research of the crucial technical issues followed by many more hours of pragmatic engineering. The organization values "high impact" deliverables that benchmark new performance levels for integrated systems higher than published papers. For example, NREC's Crusher vehicle demonstrated never before seen off road mobility that will influence the design of large military unmanned ground vehicles over the next decade. NREC created a "special faculty" category called Commercialization Specialist, most of whom possess Masters or Ph.D. Robotics degrees from CMU. NREC evaluates Commercialization Specialists on their ability to "make systems work", manage projects, develop new business, and excel technically. They form the core of NREC's middle management and are increasingly granted Principal Investigator status enabling the organization to accept more projects and customer relationships.
• Fail Fast, Learn Fast Culture and Process. New sponsor projects typically start in the absence of detailed requirements. The project team will define several key objectives that relate to the fundamental questions that the sponsor wants to answer with the project. These objectives provide focus to a series of rapid and intense design-buildtest-improvement cycles that enable the team and sponsor to quickly converge on what "should be built" and where to prioritize project resources. System failures are acceptable as long as they support the convergence process.
• Field Testing Emphasis. NREC devotes extraordinary attention and resources to field testing. Project teams spend weeks at remote field test sites several times a year. They engineer systems and practices to meet safety regulations and certifications (such as explosion proof electronics for underground coal mines) necessary for evaluation testing in production settings. When possible, they will design and erect large scale, surrogate test mock-ups on NREC grounds that enable easy and low cost access for prototype testing.
• Willingness to Engineer to a Specification. Increasingly, NREC accepts projects with highly detailed requirements (typically derived from earlier NREC prototype developments) that include near product-level specifications for quality, manufacturability and reliability. Though far from the traditional university mission, performing these projects furthers matures the technology towards commercialization.
• Project Control. NREC projects are milestone based with well defined deliverables. Project managers report project performance, cost and schedule at the frequency and detail level requested by the sponsor.
• Personnel Mix. NREC's personnel mix of 5 % faculty, 5% graduate students, and 75% technical staff contrasts dramatically with the personnel mix of RI's campus organization of 20% faculty, 40% graduate students, and 36% technical staff (percentages do not include administrative staff). In NREC's fifteen year history, the number of CMU faculty based at NREC remained nearly constant despite tenfold revenue growth so nearly all new employees were staff hires. NREC's mission drove staff hiring. Senior engineers with industry experience helped mature NREC's processes and brought integration knowledge to the organization. NREC hired a cadre of senior technicians who could build electronic assemblies, weld, assemble the subsystems into a robust prototype, and maintain and repair the systems during rigorous field tests. A professional • Continued Facility Investment. NREC applies a portion of collected overhead funds to purchase capital equipment that support the rapid prototyping process: 6-axis milling machine, CNC machine, a welding station, a water jet cutting machine, thermal test chamber, 3D printer, and a first class computing infrastructure. NREC has steadily increased local access to large outdoor test sites with variable terrain ranging from 500 to 2000 acres.
• Confidentiality. Though NREC won't accept publishing restrictions, it will delay publishing to allow sponsors time to remove confidential information and to file for a patent if desired. NREC briefs all project members on non-disclosure agreement terms and firewalls teams that work with competing sponsors. These operational differences do not prevent NREC from retaining close ties with the Robotics Institute on campus. Several NREC faculty have campus offices where they advise graduate students and manage their earlier stage research projects. RI campus faculty often team on NREC projects providing NREC access to the latest research technologies. A substantial portion of NREC's employees are former RI graduates and staff.
There are trade-offs with NREC's research approach. NREC's overhead rates exceed campus rates but are still much lower than for-profit companies and even independent, non-profit organizations. NREC does not produce as many papers or trained graduate students as similar sized institutions. But it does develop technology and high impact systems that benchmark the performance of large, outdoor robots. Finally, NREC devotes significant attention to measuring and improving the technology transfer process. It encourages sponsors to embed engineers within project teams to make the knowledge transfer process more effective and timely. It works closely with commercial sponsors to patent and license intellectual property. NREC has 32 awarded patents and 15 awarded licenses with many more in process. For government funded systems, NREC often transfers the technology by subcontracting to defense contractors on system development contracts. Most importantly, as Figure 4 shows, several companies have commercialized NREC-developed systems. Several other systems under development are in the commercialization process.
COMPARISON TO AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
It is interesting to compare the service robotics market and the system engineering challenges related to exploring commercially viable service robot applications with a mature industry, such as the automotive market. Service robots and automobiles share some similar characteristics. They require the integration of fairly complex subsystems into a safe, affordable and effective system. Automobiles and robots are software and electro-mechanical intensive. Product suppliers in both industries require significant capital to operate effectively. Given these similarities, would today's automotive industry benefit from the NREC-type model of applied research and technology transfer? Thousands of first, second and third tier companies from across the world serve an automotive market that exceeds $1 trillion dollars and buys over 60 million new automobiles each year [4] . The companies that form today's automotive industry routinely perform most of the unique NREC-like activities of analyzing the trade space, selecting and integrating components, building a complete prototype (ie, developing a fully functional car) and conducting field trials. These companies produce small incremental changes to the automobile that get introduced to the market over many years.
The automotive market started small and underwent rapid and dramatic changes like every other emerging market. After reviewing the "History of the Automobile" in Wikipedia [5] , the author concludes that today's service robotics market best matches the maturity of the automotive market from 1890 to 1910. That time period saw the type of wide scale experimentation that exists today in robotics. Steam, electricity and gasoline-powered automobiles were equally prevalent until the gasoline internal combustion engine achieved dominance in the 1910s. "Innovation was rapid and rampant, with no clear standards for basic vehicle architectures, body styles, construction materials, or controls". Mass production of automobiles had begun by newly minted companies such as Peugeot, Oldsmobile, Cadillac, Benz and Ford although volumes were very low compared to the potential market size. An NREC-like organization, skilled in the rapid integration and evaluation of automotive technologies presumably would have flourished during this time period. Given that large scale funding of academic institutions by government and commercial industry did not begin until after World War Two may explain academia's notable lack of inventions related to automobiles in the early 1900's.
Today's automobile manufacturers and suppliers sponsor research with universities that centers on component technologies such as advanced batteries and sensors, or industry wide initiatives such as telematics or active safety. It is the author's view that these research needs can largely be served through traditional academic research (albeit with a more applied emphasis) -with industry integrating and evaluating the most promising innovations that emerge.
SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
Faculty led basic research remains the predominant academic model and it continues to produce new discoveries and trained students that benefit U.S. society. For certain technologies however, the traditional model falls short in serving the needs of research sponsors. Robotic technologies have matured enough that companies want to explore where they can be effectively commercialized. Exploring robotic applications requires access to a very active academic robotics research community that produces new discoveries in the field and the system engineering, integration and field testing mentality provided by engineering service firms. The Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon University saw an opportunity to meet these dual requirements with a single organization -National Robotics Engineering Center. NREC has enjoyed steady growth since its founding and has built a strong technology transfer track record of licenses and commercialized systems.
Presumably the model that combines academic applied research and engineering services applies for any technology that has broad applicability but requires specialized skills and processes to identify, develop and test applications.
